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Sejpme interagency coordination answers

Maps return to Set Details Term What are the main criticisms of an interagency process? (Select everything that applies.) Definition - often time-consuming, no one is responsible - can be a cumbersome challenge to work for unity of effort often comes from _______ Definition – distances in the three levels of coordination of inter-agency cooperation The term ______ is a coordinating body and generally neither defines policy nor conducts operations. The Commander of the Joint Task Force should carefully
consider the location for easy access of agencies and organizations, protection and security. Definition – Headquarters of the Joint Task Force (JTF) *NOT CORRECT* Term Policys often fail to clearly understand what the consequences of their decisions will have on ground forces. Definition Term _____ is an interagency group of employees that establishes or improves regular, timely and collaborative working relationships between other government agencies (e.g. CIA, DOS, FBI) and military operational
planners in combat commands. The term definition One way to remember the instruments of national power is using the term acronym The key players in the System of the National Security Council (NSCS) are the Department of Defense (DoD), the Chairman of the Joint Staff Headquarters (CJCS), the Joint Chiefs of Staff and _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Definition Which of the following is not considered an instrument of national power? A definition term the Joint Task Force Commander (JTF) cannot dictate cooperation between other government agencies, intergovernmental organizations and non-governmental organizations. In the absence of an official command structure, JT is required to build a consensus to achieve _____ . Definition - Command and Control Authority Term The difficulty of some units adapting to their attitudes to significantly change the
conditions of their third or fourth deployment at the same location is known as ______ challenges. Definition term The supported commander of the combat commander is responsible for the development ______ covering inter-agency coordination for each action plan (OPLAN). This enables inter-agency planners to plan their efforts more closely in cooperation with the military, to propose other activities or partners that could contribute to the operation, and to better define any support requirements they may
have. Definition Concept The complexity and challenges associated with the planning and implementation of an operation include: (select all that apply) Definition Concept Of National Security Council, which includes three levels of official committees for coordination and decision-making on national security issues? Definition - principles, substitutes and inter-agency policy Term _____ are independent, diverse, flexible, grassroots-oriented, basic aid providers, which are often the site before the U.S. military and
will most likely remain long after the military forces have left. Term definition In most situations, intergovernmental intergovernmental and NGOs need the following military capabilities: Definition - logistics, communications and security User support is ad-free! English (United Kingdom) English (USA) Español (Latinoamérica) Question 1 of 50 Choose the best answer: Military Command Structure National Strategic Guidelines The document, approved by the Minister of Defense for the implementation of the United
States Armed Forces in coordination with the Ministry of Defense of agencies and other instruments of national authority to achieve the objectives of the national security strategy is known as _____ A. National Military Strategy B. National Security Strategy C. National Defense Strategy D. Joint Strategic Capability Plan Development Plan 50 Choose the best answer: Organization for Military Command Structure for National Security Operational Hierarchy is implemented directly from the President to the Secretary
of Defense and then to ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and then Combat Commanders B. Chief of Staff Staff D. Chairman of the Joint Staff of the 50 Select the Best Response : Interagency Coordination
Review ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ A. Political Adviser (POLAD) B. Chairman, General Staff of the Secretary-General (CJCS) C. Secretary of Defense (SECDEF) D. National Security Adviser 13 out of 50 Choose the best answer: Multinational Operations Introduction Multinational Operations is the same as: A. Military actions
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conducted by forces of two or more nations, usually organized within the structure of coalition or alliance B. Actions conducted by two or more military elements C. Actions carried out by two or more States D. Actions carried out by two or more States D. Actions carried out by two or more States D. Actions carried out by two or more States D. Actions carried out by two or more States D. Actions carried out by two or more States D. Actions carried out by two or more States D. Actions conducted by two or more
States D. Actions carried out by two or more States D. Actions carried out by two or more States D. Actions carried out by two or more States D. Actions carried out by two or more States D. Actions carried out by two or more States D. Actions carried out by two or more States D. Actions carried out by two or more States D. Actions conducted by two or more States D. Actions conducted by two or more nations D. Actions carried out by two or more States D. Actions, or more non-military organizations from two or
different nations Question 15 of 50 Select Answer: The factors for reviewing multinational operations that hinder interoperability are: A. Refusal to cooperate with partners; limited access to national protected information. B. Multinational training exercises. C. Sustained efforts to eliminate sources of confusion. D. Visits to assess multinational capabilities. Question 18 of 50 Choose the best answer: Multinational operations Military considerations The need for an effective link is vital for all multinational forces
because: A. Similar economic and social links with supported partners. B. National law implies a stable communication structure. C. Connections facilitate the ability to integrate and synchronize operations. There are a limited number of trained personnel in the Us. Question 20 of 50 Choose the best answer: Scope of review of military operations The purpose of this principle of joint operation is to prepare clear, uncomplicated plans and concise orders to ensure full understanding. A. A. B. Clarity C. Security D.
Objective question 28 of 50 Choose the best answer: Contingency planning covers activities related to the development of operational plans for deployment, employment and maintenance of allocated forces and resources in response to ____________________________identified in joint strategic planning documents. A. Hypothetical Situation B. Crisis S. Actual Incident D. Confrontation Question 29 of 50 Choose the best answer: Deliberate planning Joint Plan operation The means by which the Ministry of
Defense promotes and enables states and organizations to work with us to achieve strategic goals. A. Multinational Agreements B. Security Cooperation Planning C. Diplomatic channels D. International treaties and organisations Question 32 of 50 Select the best response: Crisis planning procedures in CAP crisis planning Crisis planning crisis planning in crisis planning in case of emergency planning, usually for less than ______ months. A. 6 B. 12C. 18 D. 24 Question 39 of 50 Choose the best answer: Roles,
missions, History, customs and courtesy of the U.S. Armed Forces Naval Force Which core value is the following tft: to exhibit the highest degree of moral character, technical achievements, quality and competence in what we are trained to do. A. True B. False Question 47 of 50 True/False: Psychological Health Awareness Some people who are exposed to stressful situations, trauma and struggle develop new skills, show before hidden forces, and grow in character. A. True B. False question 49 of 50 Choose
the best answer: Psychological health Awareness Typical signs of _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ A. Post-traumatic stress disorder B. psychiatric disorder syndrome C. psychological trauma dysfunction D. traumatic brain injury Test question 1 of 50 Choose
the best answer: Military Command Structure National Strategic Guidance ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ It describes the armed forces' plan to achieve military objectives in the near future and gives the vision to ensure that they remain
decisive in the future. A. Joint Strategic Plan for Strategic Capabilities B. National Security Strategy C. National Defense Strategy National Military Strategy D. Question 2 of 50 Choose the Best Answer: Military Command Structure National Strategic Leadership to guide the efforts of the US military forces in coordinated and integrated actions to achieve a common objective. It represents what is taught, believes and advocates as what is right (i.e. what works best). A. Joint Doctrine B. Law on Warfare C. Strategic
Leadership D. Operational Project Question 3 of 50 Choose the best answer: Military-command structure National Strategic Leadership The document approved by the President that outlines the common geographical area of responsibility for geographic commanders of fighters and defines functional responsibilities for functional commanders of the fighting forces is called
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________Joint Strategic Capability Plan B. National Security Strategy C. Single Command Plan D. Guidelines for the employment of military question 4 of 50 Choose the best answer: National Security Military Command Organization
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ He is the president's chief military adviser, the National Security Council and SECDEF. A. Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff B. Supreme Commander of the Allied Alliance C.
War Czar Question 5 of 50 Choose the best answer: Command of the Military Command StructureThis command is established by combat commanders when authorized by SECDEF through CJCS to conduct operations on a permanent basis in accordance with the criteria set out for single commands. They can be established on a geographical basis, such as the Us Forces of Japan or on a functional basis, such as special operations command, the Pacific. A. Combat Commands B. Subordinate Unified
Commands C. Joint Working Groups D. Functional Component Commands Question 6 of 50 Choose the Best Answer: Command Authority Commander of the Military Command and Command Over Assigned or Attached Forces or Commands, or Military Capabilities or Forces, provided for work that are limited to the detailed direction and control of movements or manoeuvres within the operational area necessary to perform the assigned tasks or tasks is known as
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________2222222222222222222222222_100002222222222222_1222222222 22222202202_20000022222002_1000000222.12.200000 A. Administrative Control (ADCON) B. Operational Control
(OPCON) C. Tactical Control (TACON) D. Combatant Command (COCOM) Question 7 of 50 True / False: Interagency Coordination Strategic (National) Level The use of the military to conduct combat operations should be a last resort when other instruments of national power have failed to achieve our nation's goals. A. True B. False Question 8 of 50 True / False: Interagency Coordination Tactical (State) NGOs are usually ready to move quickly into the inter-conquering military forces to ensure their ability to
achieve their objectives and their physical security. A. True B. False Question 9 of 50 Choose the Best Answer: Interagency Coordination Introduction Which of the following terms best interaction between US government agencies in order to achieve an objective? A. Interagency Coordination B. Government Accountability C. Federal Government D. National security cooperation Question 10 of 50Choose the best answer: Introducing interagency coordination During joint operation planning, Joint Force
Commanders (JFC) must start coordinating their activities with other agencies: A. after the ambassador examines Operation B's plan after the completion of the Operation C plan, when the combat commander authorizes Plan D. as early as possible to select the best question 11 out of 50. : Review of inter-agency coordination The Joint Working Group (CJTF), in the context of single actions, can function both at
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ A. Operational and Tactical B. Operational and Administrative C. Strategic and Operational D. Strategic and Tactical Question 12 of 50 Choose the Best Answer: Interagency Coordination
Conclusion Successful Interagency Organization, IGO and NGO Coordination helps USG build international support, preserve resources and: A. conduct consistent operations that effectively achieve common goals B. maintains control over Operation C. to establish comprehensive government agency legitimacy D. conducting coordinated operations , which primitively achieve Us military interests Question 13 of 500 Best answer: Review of multinational operations The North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO)
is an example of a(n): Multinational Force B. Alliance C. Coalition Question 14 of 50 Choose the best answer: Multinational operations The key considerations related to the planning and conduct of multinational operations are affected by: A. Financial resources Constraints B. Motives and values of the members of the organization. Media influence E. Non-military organizations Question 15 of 50 Choose the best answer: Multinational Operations Review To promote each other's national interests and ensure
mutual security against real and perceived threats, nations forming partnerships need to understand the impact of: A. Internally displaced personnel (VRL) B. NGOs C. Techniques, tactics and procedures (TTPs) D. and economy Question 16 of 50 Choose the best response and procedures (TTPs) D. : Multinational operations to conclude successful coalitions require: A. Mutual trust and respect. B. Homogeneous cultural environments. C. Nations with the same resources and capabilities. D. Nations with hidden
political programs. Question 17 of 50 Select Answer: Overview of multinational operations The commonly used terms in the multinational heading include all the following terms, with the exception of: A. A. Combined C. Allied D. Unified Question 18 of 50 Choose the best answer: Multinational operations political considerations during military operations, multinational personnel should be able: A. Develop guidelines for the operations of detainees in a common environment in accordance with their respective laws.
B. Target only a small percentage of persons who fall into different categories under the law of war. C. Implementation of local engagement rules (ROE) without regard to an approved ROE coalition. D. Proper control, maintenance, protection and reporting of all detainees under applicable national law, regardless of their category. Question 19 of 50 true/false: A group of military operations commanders coordinate with other state authorities to facilitate the consistent use of all national instruments of national
authority in achieving national strategic objectives.A. Real Question 20 of 50 Choose the Best Answer: Scope of Military Operations Review The Principle of Joint Operations, designed to limit collateral damage and prevent unnecessary use of force is
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ This is the most effective and decisive way to achieve a clearly defined objective. A. Offensive C. momentum D. Security Question 22 of 50 Choose the best
answer: Scope of military operations Major operations and campaign plans should include a(n) ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ An uneven focus on planning offensive and defence operations to the detriment of planning stability operations could jeopardise the entire operation. A. Equal mix of B. standard ratio of C. appropriate balance
between D. disproportionate emphasis on question 23 of 50 Choose the best answer: the scope of military operations, led by the president and led by the State Department or any other appropriate body where American citizens and others are extracted from foreign countries when their lives are threatened by war, civil unrest or natural disasters to safe havens or in the United States, are referred to as
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ A. Hostage Rescue Operations C. Uncombined evacuation operations D. civilian operations to support civilian issues Question 24 of 50 Choose the best answer: Scope of military operationsHow command forces must perform an
analysis of the adversary known as __________ in order to know what actions will be an effective deterrent. This continuous analytical process is used by joint intelligence organisations to prepare intelligence assessments and other support the commander's decision-making process. A. Joint battlefield intelligence training B. National Intelligence Assessment C. Joint Intelligence Data from commander's operational environment assessment D. Question 25 of 50 True/False: Joint planning planning of the operation
includes all activities to be carried out to plan the expected operation - mobilisation, deployment, employment, maintenance, redistribution and demobilisation of forces. A. True B. False Question 26 of 50 True / Wrong: Deliberate planning of a joint operation, As commanders of fighters plan future events during contingent planning, CJCS committees approve and work and have opportunities for combat commanders so that they have an idea of the resources they can expect to receive if the plan is implemented.
A. True B. False Question 27 of 50 True / Wrong: Planning of intentional contingency planning After a supported fighter commander receives and approves an action plan (OPLAN) or concept plan (CONPLAN)), the contingency planning process officially ends. Then, the commander's staff can put the plan on the shelf and resume other tasks that are not related to this plan. A. True B. False question 28 of 50 Choose the best answer: Planning planning of intentional planning operations is defined for situations
considered hazardous or likely to occur and for which prior planning would be reasonable. A. Crisis Planning B. Emergency Planning C. Adaptive Planning D. Parallel Planning 29 out of 50 Choose the best response: Planning planning Planning Shui Planning This process helps commanders and their officers organize their planning activities, share a common understanding of mission and command command, and develop effective plans and orders. It applies to both emergency planning and crisis planning in the
context of the responsibilities defined by JOPES. It also provides an orderly planning framework in general, especially for organisations that do not have official JOPES requirements. A. Adaptive planning process B. In the planning process C. Joint planning process of Operation D. Joint Operation Planning Process (JOPP) Question 30 of 50 Select the best response: Contingency planning within the planning plan, composed of information requirements identified by the commander as critical to timely information
management and decision-making that affect the successful implementation of the mission. A. Human Intelligence (HI) reports B. Commando Critical Information Requirements (SPC) C. Critical force information D. Aerial reconnaissance and satellite imagery report question 31 of 50 True/Wrong: Crisis Planning Procedures and General CAP Planning Activities. A. True B. False Question 32 of 50 Choose the best answer: The procedures for crisis actions under the CAP provide for a rapid and effective exchange
of information and analysis between the Joint Programming and Implementation Community (JPEC), timely preparation of military for consideration by the President, the Secretary of Defence and the President, and: A. the rapid transmission of their decisions to supported combat commanders. B. rapid transmission of planning capabilities to commanders of the designated forces. C. a cautious and deliberate review of military action by the National Security Council (NPC). D. Legal review and guidance of the DD.
Question 33 of 50 Choose the best answer: CAP crisis planning procedures and reporting structures for both emergency planning and the CAP: A. Instruction for planning and implementation of operation B. Joint Operational Planning and Implementation System (JOPES) C. Joint Emergency And CAP Planning Manual (CCAP-M) D. Commander's warning order and assessment 34 out of 50 Choose the best answer: Crisis planning procedures CAP is divided into three operational activities, they are: A. Situational
awareness, planning, planning, planning, planning, planning, planning, planning and implementation B. Secondment assessment, orientation, decision C. Crisis start, operation, crisis resolution D. Planning, implementation, evaluation Question 35 of 50 Choose the best response: Crisis planning action forming the JTF The main functions are to strengthen peace planning command, to improve awareness of operational areas for specific focus areas, to accelerate the establishment of a joint development
committee headquarters and to facilitate the response of the Joint Crisis Response Force. It helps the commander of the combat commander determine where to target joint capabilities to prevent or resolve a crisis. This definition describes: A. Organizational Operations Planning and Training Department (G3) B. The Permanent Force Headquarters (Core Element) (SJFHQ [CE]) C. Commander's Strategic Advisory Team (CSAT) D. No, no, no, no. Question 36 of 50 Choose the best answer: Crisis planning,
forming JTF It provides joint commanding forces with immediate access to the main joint forces of force headquarters. It is responsible for providing forces to the newly created JTF headquarters, which can quickly enable critical command and control capabilities: A. Joint Command empowerment capabilities (JECC) B. Joint Armed Forces Command (JFCC) C. Joint Force Joint Force Joint Force Joint Force Joint Force Joint Force Joint Force Joint Force Joint Force Joint Force Joint Force Joint Force Joint Force
(JFCC) Joint Force Force and Intelligence Group D. Joint Communications and Public Affairs (Joint Communication and Public Affairs) Issue 37 of 50 True/False: Roles, Missions, History, Customs and Associates of the History of the U.S. Air Force The overall doctrine of air warfare supported the conclusion that the bombing day of enemy industries and transport systems can win. A. True B. False Question 38 of True / Wrong: Roles, missions, history, customs and courtesy of the U.S. Coast Guard, Coast Guard
Customs and Coast Guard, the practice of keeping pets on board may have begun when cats were brought on board to combat the rat population. A. True. False question 39 of 50 Choose the best answer: Roles, missions, history, customs and courtesy of the role of the Coast Guard of the U.S. Armed Forces in Which of the following tasks will the USCG provide within the 200 nautical miles? A. Protection of ports, waterways and frontline B facilities. Detention of all foreign vessels C. Protection of vessels,
personnel and property in the country and abroad D. Both 1 and 2 E. Both questions 40 out of 50 choose the best answer: Roles, missions, history, customs and courtesy of the U.S. Coast Guard Which program under the USCG Ship and Safety Mission is aimed at commercial vessels, regulates commercial maritime activity and helps develop safety standards for merchant ships and crews? A. Question 41 of 50 Verification of all relevant answers: Roles, missions, history, customs and courtesy of the U.S.
military service together with the joint team and the forces of the U.S. allies for whom there is a crucial capability for which of the following capabilities? A. Combating the international threat and protecting the interests of the United States B. Observance of the conditions of peace C. Establishment of legal authority for the restoration of the conflict zone Question 42 of 50 Check all relevant answers: Roles, missions, history, customs and admirable forces of the role of the U.S. Air Force Which of the following best
determines the benefit of flexibility in the air space of power? A. Flexibility allows aerospace forces to operate mass and manoeuvre simultaneously to a far greater extent than surface forces. B. Flexibility allows air operations to shift quickly and decisively from one campaign objective to another. C. Flexibility allows aerospace to be used at strategic, operational and tactical levels equally efficiently. Question 43 of 50 Choose the best answer: Reserve Component Which backup mobilization body provides the
President with a means of activation, without declaring an emergency, no more than 2000,000 reservists for no more than 365 days to meet the support requirements of each operational mission? A. Partial mobilisation (PM)B. For pre-selection (SCU) C. mobilisation of funds (NRRs) D. for selective mobilisation (SM) Question 44 of 50 Choose the best answer: Discussions in a backup component involving the possible use of force must include the reserve component at what point in the planning process? A. Early
in the planning process B. late in the planning process C. somewhere - early, medium, or later - until they are included D. After all the planning has completed Question 45 of 50 Choose the best answer: Backup component with more than half of its forces in the backup components, the army relies heavily on ______. A. Army National Guard B. Reserve Army C. National Guard and Army Reserve D. None of the answers is correct question 46 of 50 Faithful / False: Members of psychological health with good
psychological health contribute to the readiness of the force by being focused, vigilant, for new tasks capable of being involved in the behave responsibly and ethically. A. True B. False Question 47 of 50 True / Wrong: Psychological Health Awareness Leaders who devote themselves to promoting a healthy lifestyle should be able to control 100% of the factors that contribute to the psychological health of their members and organizations of their services. A. True B. False Question 48 of 50 Choose the Best
Answer: Members of the Mental Health Department contribute to force readiness by being focused, vigilant, and prepared for new tasks by behaving responsibly and ethically and ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ A. to be able to engage in critical thinking B. limiting the number of they take a break C. remains singled. Maintenance of dental diseases and
hygiene Question 49 of 50 Choose the best answer: Psychological health awareness Leaders should look for which of the following warning signs that suggest trauma spectrum disorders? A. Memory loss B. Nightmares C. Depression D. All above questions 50 out of 50 Choose the best answer: Psychological Health Awareness understanding of the types of situations, encountered in war, nutrition well, getting enough rest and having meaningful relationships and friendships are useful in building________ the
challenges and tensions of military service A. vulnerability B. opposition C. resistance D. indifference Practice Test #1 Lesson 5.1 Question 1.1 of 1 points One of the roles of naval moros is to impose economic sanctions on the United Nations. Selected answer: True correct answer: True response feedback: Correct . Question 2.0 of 1 points, while its missions may include invading operations and peace implementation, humanitarian aid is not within the competence of the Marine Corps. Answer selected: True
correct answer: False response Feedback: Unfortunately, this is not the correct answer. The right answer is: A fake Operation Sea Angel, launched in 1991 and one of the largest joint military disaster relief operations ever assembled, assisted the people of Bangladesh in the wake of the devastation of Tropical Cyclone Marian. The Maritime Expeditionary Force played an important role in Operation Sea Angel. . Въпрос 3.1 от 1 точки
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Избран отговор: Вярно правилния отговор: Вярно отговор обратна Properly. Question 4.0 of 1 points Aerospace forces produce synergistic effects that are designed not to exceed the individual forces employed separately. Answer selected: True correct answer: False response Feedback: Unfortunately, this is not the correct answer. The right answer is: false. The synergistic effects are the result of the correct coordinated force for the independently used individual forces. The main goal in modern warfare is
the precise, coordinated application of various elements of space and surface forces to exert disproportionate pressure on the enemy. . Question 5.1 of 1 points The U.S. Army is adapting to new technologies, resulting in the federal government nurturing the weapons industry after the Revolutionary War, triggered by the invention of interchangeable parts, which makes a standardized design of the cannon. Selected answer: True correct answer: True response feedback: Correct . Question 6.1 of 1, established in
1798, was created by the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps to protect American interests abroad and support free maritime trade. Selected answer: True correct answer: True response feedback: Correct . Earl Earl Pete ellis after World War II Basic Operations in Micronesia from 1921, who gave birth to the doctrine of the MarineCorps. Selected answer: True correct answer: True response feedback: Correct . Question 8.1 of 1 pointsFrom 1986, the MPS program is in place 13 ships: one squadron in the Eastern
Atlantic, a second squadron in Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean, and a third in Guam in the Western Pacific. Selected answer: True correct answer: True response feedback: Correct . Question 9.1 of 1 points The complete doctrine of air warfare confirms the conclusion that the bombing of enemy warfare and the enemy's transport systems can win war. Selected answer: True correct answer: True response feedback: Correct . Question 10.0 of 1 points THE USCG has always served the Minister of Finance,
reflecting his early historical mission. Answer selected: True correct answer: False response Feedback: Unfortunately, this is not the correct answer. The right answer is: false. On April 1, 1967, after 177 years of service, the U.S. Coast Guard was transferred from the Treasury Department to the newly created Department of Transportation. . Question 11.1 of 1 points The motto of the USCG is Semper Paratus, which means always ready. Selected answer: True correct answer: True response feedback: Correct .
Question 12.0 of 1 points It is not customary to hear an address from a distinguished guest during meals. Answer selected: True correct answer: False response Feedback: Unfortunately, this is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: False . Question 13.1 of 1 pointsPresing ceremonial toasts is a traditional army custom of the formal dining room, which includes passing the wine over the water, a historical reference to James I, who was jailed by Oliver Cromwell. Selected answer: True correct answer: True
response feedback: Correct . Question 14.1 of 1 points, while it is appropriate and highly recommended to greet a person by name and degree, if you are not sure about the name or extent of the Marine, Marine is Good morning, sir, in the case of an officer. Selected answer: True correct answer: True response feedback: Correct . Question 15.1 of 1 points The main difference between dining room and mesa night for marines is that spouses and other non-military guests can attend meals. Selected answer: True
correct answer: True response feedback: Correct . Question 16.1 of 1 points Promotions and Re-entered into force are ceremonies requiring formation in this order: a) Personal prizes presented first, b) Promotions in second place and c) Re-entry third. Selected answer: True correct answer: True response feedback: Correct . Question 17.1 of 1 points of nutrition and nutrition represent the most formal aspects of the social life of the Air Force. Selected answer: True correct answer: True response feedback:
Correct . Question 18.1 of 1 points Historically, the practice of keeping pets on board may have started when the cats were brought on board to combat the rat population. Selected answer: True correct answer: True response Feedback: Correct. Question 19.0 of 1 point Which document defines the broad responsibilities or missions of combat commanders? Selected answer: a. Title 10 of the U.S. Code (USC) correct answer: a. Feedback on responding to a single command plan: Unfortunately, this is not the
correct answer. The correct answer is: A single command plan. . Question 20.1 of 1 points What is the main role of the army? Selected answer: a. To train and equip for the striking and synchronized application of ground combat force The correct answer: a. To train and equip for the striking and synchronized application of ground combat power Response Feedback: Correct . Question 21.1 of 1 points The Army supports the formation of the international environment through a continuous forward presence in
which of the following? Chosen answer: a. Balkans, Middle East, Europe, Southwest Asia, Korean Peninsula and Japan correct answer: a. Balkans, Middle East, Europe, Southwest Asia, Korean Peninsula and Japan Response feedback: Correct . Question 22.0 of 1 points Which of the following documents reflect the situational requirements that may affect the doctrine and the correct composition of forces in support of the National Maritime Strategy (NHC)? Answer selected: a. Universal To-do List (UJTL)
exact answer: b. Opinion on posture Answer: Unfortunately, this is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: Posture Claim Becomes Doctrine and forms a bridge between the naval component of the National Military Strategy and tactics, techniques and procedures. . Question 23.1 of 1 points What are the four main roles of the US Navy? Selected response: a. Front degree of presence, deterrence, control of seas and zones and power projection Exact response: b. Forward presence, deterrence, sea
control and zone and power projection Response Feedback: Correct . Question 24.0 of 1 points Which of the military capabilities strengthen the role of the US Navy in deterrence? Chosen answer: a. Peacekeeping operations and operations for illuminationAllow response: b. The ability to dominate an enemy in the illuminated battlespace and deliver heavy equipment Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The right answer is: The ability to dominate an enemy in the illuminated battlespace and
deliver heavy equipment. Deterrence of crises and conventional conflicts is also achievable, creating the threat of unacceptable consequences for possible aggressors. The forwards, who can be chief, have been told by potential attackers that there will be a high price to pay for any hostile actions. Control of sea and zone requires the ability to defeat coastal defense forces and dominate an enemy in the itoral fighting space - at sea, on the ground and in airspace - stretching from hundreds of miles at sea to
hundreds of miles inland. . Question 25.0 of 1 points the NRA has taken on additional emphasis in recent years and can influence the fleet in terms of which of the following requirements? Selected answer: a. Training, staff and equipment Correct answer: b. Training, staff, equipment and budget Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: Training, staff, equipment and budget . Question 26.0 of 1 points Which of the following are examples of MOOTW? Selected answer: a.
Emergency operations and non-combat evacuation operations the correct answer: a. All of the above Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: All of this. Question 27.0 of 1 points Which of the following are examples of how the Marine Corps has adapted and evolved as an expeditionary force? Selected answer: a. Amphibic operations, close air support, helicopter carried by vertical tactics wrapping the correct answer: c. Both 1 and 2 Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not
the correct answer. The correct answer is: both 1 and 2. Examples of how the Marine Corps adapts and evolves as an expeditionary force, such as: capturing and protecting advanced naval bases, amphibious forces, close air support, helicopters, helicopters, maritime advance positioning forces (IFS) and Maritime Air Force (MF). . Question 28.0 of 1 pointsWhich follow services is the power of choice in emerging crises? Selected answer: a. U.S. Navy Correct answer: b. Marine Corps Response Feedback: Sorry,
this is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: The U.S. Marine Corps The ability to stay at sea for long periods without the requirement of the rights of a third country based on that country makes the Navy a choice in emerging crises. . Question 29.0 of 1 points Which of those listed are the roles of the U.S. Marine Corps under Title 10 of the U.S. Code? Selected response: Visit, board, search and recall (VBSS) training for embargo or intersection operations Correct answer: b.b. Tactics, techniques and
phases of using equipment of amphiby operations by landing forces Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: Develop tactics, techniques and phases of using amphibian operations equipment through landing forces. Below are the roles of the U.S. Marine Corps: -Securing the Combined Weapons Fleet; -Development of tactics, techniques and equipment-use phases of amphibian operations through landing forces; and to provide squads and organisations to serve the
armed vessels of the fleet. . Question 30.0 of 1 points Which of those listed are the essential functions of the U.S. Marine Corps under Directive 5100? Chosen answer: a. Conduct rapid and sustainable combat operations at sea, including maritime and ground aviation. Exact answer: d. All of the above Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: All of the above. The following functions are essential functions of the U.S. Marine Corps: -conducting rapid and continuous combat
operations at sea, including maritime and ground aircraft; - To provide excerpts and organizations to serve the armed ships of the Navy and to provide excerpts from the security of naval stations and bases; i - To organize, equip and provide corps forces to conduct joint operations with amphibies and train all forces attached to joint operations with amphibies. . Question 31.0 of 1 pointsDoessing authority for the performance of responsible and capable commanders at a lower level is essential for which of the
following roles as commander of the Air Force or command groups? Selected answer: a. Achieve effective scope of control Exact response: c. Both response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The right answer is: both, to achieve effective control and to promote initiative, situational response and tactical flexibility. . Question 32.0 of 1 points simultaneously and parallel operations are the most efficient use of aerospace power in the production of which of the following? Selected answer: a. Confusion,
situational reaction and paralysis in the opponent's system Exact Answer: c. Shock, confusion and paralysis in the opponent's response system Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: shock, confusion and paralysis in the opponent's system . Question 33.0 of 1 points Which of the above are the functions of air power? Selected answer: a. Counterair, Counterspace, Counterland, Countersea exact answer: d. All of the above Answer Feedback: Sorry, this is not the full answer. The
correct answer is: All of the above. The air power functions are: -Counterair, Counterspace, Counterland, Countersea; -Strategic attacks, counterinformation, command and control, air refueling, space elevator; i - Special operational jobs employment, intelligence, surveillance and intelligence, combating the search and navigation and positioning, meteorological operations. Question 34.1 of 1 1 Which of the following data describes the role of the Coast Guard in the marine regions of the United States? Chosen
answer: a. Coast Guard operates in inland, coastal and deep water areas. Correct answer: a. Coast Guard operates in inland, coastal and deep water areas. Feedback with the answer: Correct . Question 35.1 of 1 points Which of the following tasks are among the responsibilities of the Coast Guard for the implementation of all applicable federal laws, regulations and international agreements on the high seas and in US waters? Chosen answer: a. Drug/drug initiation, illegal foreign soil delusion, safety of
navigation and fishing the correct answer: a. Drug interdiction, illegal foreign smuggling, boat safety and response to fish farming feedback: correct . Question 36.0 of 1 points in wartime, which of the following tasks will be provided by the USCG within 200 nautical miles? Selected answer: a. Protection of ports, waterways and frontline facilities Exact answer: e. Both 1 and 3 Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: both 1 and 3. In times of war, the USCG will protect within
200 nautical miles, ports, waterways, coastal facilities, vessels, and personnel/property at home and abroad. . Question 37.0 of 1 points Which uscg sailing and safety mission program targets commercial vessels, regulates commercial maritime activity and helps develop safety standards for commercial vessels and crews? Response selected: a. Response to request: b. Merchant Ship Response (CVS): Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: Merchant Ship Safety (CVS) . Question 38.0 of 1
points Soldiers who fought the war of 1812 benefited from improving the quality and standardization of their equipment. During the Mexican War, American weapons were technologically equivalent to those of Europe. Progress in which of the following areas has made this possible? Selected answer: a. Standardizing the strength of field artillery Exact response: b. Mobility, flexibility and strength of field artillery Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: Mobility, flexibility and
potency of field artillery . Question 39.0 of 1 point, which technological advances directly influenced the war during the American Civil War? Chosen answer: a. Radically increase ranges and capabilities of artillery. Exact answer: d. All this. Answer Feedback: Sorry, that's not the right answer. The correct answer is: All of the above. Technological advances directly affecting the war during the American Civil War include: The scopes and capabilities of artillery have been radically increased; -Railway transports
troops and deliveries quickly over unprecedented distances; - Telegraph coordinated strategic movements in part of the time it takes during the wars; and - A massive industrial base was annexed to the . Question 40.1 of 1 points introduced during World War II and perfected in World War II, which of the following mechanized alternatives to trench warfare led to successful campaigns? Selected answer: a. The combination of the tank and the time of the target, as well as artillery and radio coordination The correct
answer: a. The combination of tank and time on target, as well as artillery and radio coordination Response Feedback: Correct . Question 41.0 of 1 points Which lessons learned during the Mexican War did the Union Navy use? Chosen answer: a. Move forward from the sea and take advantage of the ports exact answer: e. Feedback for 1 and 2 of the answer: Unfortunately, this is not the full answer. The correct answer is: Choice 1 and 2. The Union Navy used the following lessons from the Mexican War: -
Forward forward from the sea -Seize ports -embargo trade -Blockade . Question 42.0 of 1 points by which of the following strategies has naval retained its traditional roles while expanding into expeditionary warfare? Chosen answer: a. Sea power concept exact answer: c. From the sea and later Forward from the sea Answer: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: From the sea and later Forward from the sea. In recognition of the campaigns in Somalia, Yugoslavia, Haiti and Bosnia and
Herzegovina in 1992, naval leaders adopted From the Sea and later Forward from the Sea as strategies to advance the concept of offshore combat operations and support national targets in hotspots around the world. . Question 43.0 of 1 pointsWhich below advantage /advantages of boats are intended for marines by Andrew Higgins? Selected answer: a. Swirl in shallow waters Correct answer: d. All of the above Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: All of the above.
All of the listed advantages are the advantages of boats destined for marines by Andrew Higgins: -Convulsion in shallow water; -Unloading troops while maintaining its stern to surfing; and -Extraction without foundation. . Question 44.0 of 1 points Why is the participation of Montford Point Infantry in the amphibia attack in Saipan such a historic event? Selected answer: a. No boats available. Exact answer: c. It represents the final and complete integration of the armed forces. Answer Feedback: Sorry, that's not
the right answer. The correct answer is: It represents the final and complete integration of the armed forces. . Question 45.0 of 1 points created for survival on a potentially atomic battlefield, vertical wrapping allowed the Marines to achieve which of the following? Selected answer: a. Beachhead attacks the correct answer: b. Speed and dispersion Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the right answer. The correct answer is: Speed and dispersion . Question 46.0 of 1 points On behalf of strategic mobility, the
Marine Corps adopted in advance Purposes? Selected answer: a. Amphibian assault Correct Answer: b. Provide material needed to maintain a brigade for 30 days in a potential combat zone Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: The Marine Corps has adopted pre-positioning to provide material needed to maintain a brigade for 30 days in a potential combat zone. . Question 47.0 of 1 points Which of the following are the main features of the history of the US Air Force?
Chosen answer: a. Design of a doctrine of strategic bombardment and organizational independence The correct answer: d. All of the above Answer Feedback: Sorry, this is not the full answer. The correct answer is: All of this. Question 48.1 of 1 points What is the purpose of the revenue-cutting service? Selected answer: a. Tax collection and stopping smugglers The correct answer: a. Collecting taxes and stopping smugglers Answer Feedback: Correct . Question 49.0 of 1 points in 1848 why was the Navigation
Bureau created? Chosen answer: a. To patrol the Pacific Coast coastline the correct answer: c. To build, maintain and human all Lightships Answer Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The right answer is: to build, maintain and humanize all light ships. . Question 50.1 of 1 points Group or person is honored-bound to do which of the following when getting limerick in a mess? Selected answer: a. Refute the remark before the end of dinner Time Exact answer: c. Rebutted the remark before the end of
dinner time Answer Feedback: Correct . Question 51.0 of 1 points Which of the following considerations are considerations when arranging a formal dinner? Selected answer: a. Start planning months in advance with the suggested guest list Exact answer: e. All of the above Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: All of the above. . Question 52 .0 of 1 pointsWhich the main value is the following the following: exhibit the highest degree of moral character, technical
achievements, quality and competence in what we are trained to do. Selected answer: a. Honor exact answer: b. Response to engagement Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The right answer is: Commitment. . Question 53.0 of 1 points Which of the following examples embody the traditions of the Navy and the fundamental values of honor, courage and dedication? Chosen answer: a. Do not give up the ship! Exact answer: d. All of the above Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct
answer. The correct answer is: All of the above. . Question 54.0 of 1 points Who are the guards of naval customs, traditions, honors and ceremonies? Answer chosen: a. Commanders exact answer: a. Chief Senior Senior Officer Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The right answer is: Senior Sergeants. . Question 55.1 of 1 Which basic value is the following value: observes the uncompromising code of integrity, integrity, integrity, for your actions and to keep your word. Selected answer: a.
Honor the correct answer: a. Honor response Answer: Correct . Question 56.0 of 1 points Which fundamental value is the following theta: decision-making in the best interests of the navy and the nation, without taking into account personal consequences. Chosen answer: a. Correct response to the commitment: a. Response to courage Answer: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The right answer is: Courage. . Question 57.0 of 1 points Which of the following represents marine fundamental values? Selected
answer: a. Competence The correct answer: e. All of the above Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: All of the above. . Question 58.1 of 1 points which of the following will be started in the Top 3? Selected answer: a. MSgt correct answer: c. MSgt Response Feedback: Correct . Question 59.0 of 1 points Which of the following ceremonies confirm a leader among the leaders of the JSF using a symbol of truth, justice and power properly used? Selected answer: a. Top 3
correct answer: b. Order of the sword Answer Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: Order of the Sword. Question 60.0 of 1 points What is the main purpose of eating-Yin for usaf? Selected answer: a. To present new orders Exact answer: b. To improve morale and answer answer: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The right answer is: to improve morale and esprit de corps . Question 61.0 of 1 points What is the purpose of sending someone to Grog Ball? Chosen answer: a. As
a reward for attendance, the correct answer: b. As punishment for violating the feedback rules for responding to the mess: We regret that it is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: Punishment for breaking the rules of the mess. . Question 62.0 of 1 points Gold and Silver Rescue Medals are a tradition of which service? Selected answer: a. U.S. Navy Correct answer: C. US Coast Guard Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: US Coast Guard. . Question 63.0 of 1
points Which of the following is the slogan of the USCG? Selected answer: a. Semper Fideles Exact answer: b. SEMPER Paratus Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: Zemper Paratus . Question 64.0 of 1 points Who quaies for the Ancient Albatross Award at the USCG? Selected answer: a. Oldest active user Exact response: c. Coast Guard aviator on active duty who held this assignment for the longest time. Answer Feedback: Sorry, that's not the right answer. The
correct answer is: the coast guard aviator on active duty who has held this designation for the longest time. . Question 65.0 of 1 points The ancient Mariner is a ceremonial title given to whom? Chosen answer: a. The officer with the earliest date of qualification as a scissor Exact answer: c. The employee or with the earliest date of qualification as cutting Response Feedback: We regret that it is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: The officer or the listed person with the earliest date of the knife
qualification. . Question 66.0 of 1 point The salty sea dog is a reference to which of the following? Answer chosen: [There is no exact answer given: c. The mascots of the catter Campbell, Sinbad Response: I'm sorry, that's not the right answer. The correct answer is: the mascot of the catter Campbell, Sinbad. . Question 67.1 of 1 points since the beginning of the naval service, to date, certain principles or fundamental values have been taken. Corresponds to each offer with the corresponding basic value of the
fleet. Question Right Match Selected Match I will support and defend ... a. Courage a. Courage I will carry true faith and faithfulness ... b. Honor b. Honor I will obey the commandments ... c. Commitment c. Response to commitment Feedback: Correct . Question 68.0 of 1 points To promote pride and respect among your adolescents, how would you cope with any rank? Report each rank to its appropriate address. Question the right match selected match First Sergeant b. Sergeant Sergeant Sergeant Sergeant
Sergeant sergeant or soldier in state. There's no one. Senior officer in the Marines. No one by name and class d. Junior Marine d. Junior Marine Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The correct answer is: First Sergeant -- First Sergeant or Trooper -- No One by Rank and Name -- Senior Marines by Name and Class -- Junior Marines . Question 69.0 of 1 points in regret with the joint team and the forces of the American allies, landpower provides a decisive capability for which of the
following? Selected answers: a. Compliance with the conditions of peace Correct answers: a. Observance of the terms of peace b. Establishment of legal authority for the restoration of the conflict zone c. Countering the international threat and protecting the interests of the United States Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the full answer. The right answer is: All of them. - Countering the international threat and protecting American interests - Compliance with the conditions of peace - Establishing legal
authority to restore the conflict zone. Question 70.0 of 1 points The training and support of the army includes which of the following programs? Selected answers: a. Counter-drug operations in many Latin American nations correct answers: a. Anti-narcotics operations in many Latin American nations b. Humanitarian demining of mining in 22 countries c. Medical, intelligence, communication and civilian assistance tasks in Indonesia. African armies in peacekeeping and humanitarian affairs Response: Sorry, this is
not the full answer. The correct answer is: All four responses The training and support of the army includes - Tasks of medicine, intelligence, communications and civilian assistance in Indonesia - African armies in peacekeeping and humanitarian activities - Counter-narcotics operations in Latin America - humanitarian demining operations in 22 countries . Question 71.0 of 1 points Which of the following best determines the benefit of flexibility in aerospace power? Selected answers: a. Flexibility allows air
operations to shift quickly and decisively from one campaign to another. Correct answers: a. Flexibility allows air operations to shift quickly and decisively from one campaign to another. B. Flexibility allows aerospace forces to operate mass and manoeuvre simultaneously to a far greater extent than surface forces. Answer Feedback: Sorry, that's not the full answer. The correct answer is: both 1 and 2. It allows aerospace forces to operate mass and maneuver at the same time to a much greater extent than
surface forces and allows air operations to move quickly and decisively from one campaign goal to another. . Question 72.0 of 1 points Which of the following best determines the benefits of flexibility in aerospace power? Selected answers: a. Flexibility allows aerospace to be used at strategic, operational and tactical levels equally efficiently. Correct answers: a. Flexibility allows aerospace to be used at strategic, operational and tactical levels equally efficiently. c. Universality enables aerospace power to achieve
their objectives simultaneously at all three levels of war in parallel operations. Answer Feedback: Sorry, that's not the right answer. The correct answer is: both 1 and 3. The benefits of flexibility in aerospace are best defined as: -Aerospace forces can be used equally effectively at strategic, operational and tactical levels; and -Aerospace forces can simultaneously achieve targets at all three levels of war alongside operations. . Question 73.0 of 1 points Which two programs represent the USCG Environmental
Protection Mission? Selected answers: a. Safety of boating (RBS) Correct answers: b. Port safety and security (PSS) d. Marine Environmental Response (MER)Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the full answer. The correct answer is: Marine Environmental Response (MER) and Port Safety and Security (PSS) . Question 74.0 of 1 points Which of the following are among the roles of the Coast Guard? Selected answers: a. Boat safety and ice operations Correct answers: a. Boat safety and ice operations b.
Environmental enforcement c. Environmental protection d. To be transferred from presidential order to the U.S. Navy for operational purposes. Search and rescue feedback: Sorry, this isn't the full answer. The correct answer is: All these roles are within the scope of the USCG. Law enforcement military readiness to protect the environment Safety of the ship Safety of Ice operations, which are transferred by presidential order to the US Navy for operational purposes. 75.0 out of 1 points The helicopter was
cherished as a revolutionary in the Korean War. In which of the following aspects the Vietnam War new levels of success? Selected answers: a. Tactical mobility Correct answers: a. Tactical mobility B. Logistical sustainability c. - Fire support d. Heliborne Medical Evacuation Feedback: Sorry, this is not the full answer. The correct answer is: All of the above. . Question 76.0 of 1 points Which of the following are among the technical innovations of the U.S. Army in combat during Desert Storm? Selected answers:
a. Patriot missile Correct answers: a. Patriot missile b. Multi-launch missile system (MLRS) c. Bradley infantry battle car d. The helicopter is apas. Abrams armored M1A1 tank Response Feedback: Sorry, that's not the full answer. The correct answer is: All of the above. . Question 77.0 of 1 points Which naval technological advances secured the concept of Marine Energy as a Navy strategy for the 20th century, influenced the ability to sell American goods globally and took on the US position as a major force?
Selected answers: a. Warship and cruiser Correct answers: a. Warships and cruiser b. Aircraft carriers and long-range submarines and response to the aircraft Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The right answer is: submarine and aircraft, warships and cruisers, long-range aircraft carriers and submarines. Question 78.0 of 1 points Which technological advances have turned the tide of submarines? Selected answers: a. Destroyers equipped with advanced sonar correct answers: a. Destroyers
equipped with advanced sonar b. Long-range reconnaissance aircraft. Anti-tank weapon is. Escort carriers Answer Feedback: Sorry, this is not the right answer. The right answer is: All of them. . Question 79.0 of 1 points Which of those listed are examples of us naval containment policy? Selected answers: a. Nuclear-armed jets The correct answers: a. Nuclear-armed jets B. Long-term deployment around the world. Developing nuclear-powered submarines capable of deploying at sea. The correct answer is: All
of them. Question 80.0 of 1 points in the 1930s, which two main building blocks for effective air power were hired on the ground? Selected answers: a. Clear tactics, techniques and air-to-ground cooperation organization Correct answers: b. Complete doctrine of air warfare v. Vision of a long-range, four-engine bomber that became a reality with the first B-17 Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the full answer. The right answer is: The vision of a long-range, four-engine bomber has become a reality with the first
B-17 and a comprehensive doctrine of military air warfare. . Question 81.0 of 1 points When tactics, techniques and an air-to-ground cooperation organisation were created, whose experience Based? Selected answers: a. Wright Brothers Brothers Answers: b. Royal Air Force c. Luftwaffe Response feedback: Sorry, this is not the right answer. The correct answer is: the Royal Air Force and the German Luftwaffe . Question 82.0 of 1 points Which of the following problems collided with the newly created Air Force
in 1947? Selected responses: a. Frequent incoming ballistic missiles Correct answers: b. Switching from a lotlo-powered aircraft to a c. Create an organization adapted to air operations d. Change the doctrine, strategy and tactics for adapting nuclear weapons is. Organizing support services Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the full answer. The correct answer is: The following problems faced by the newly created Air Force in 1947: -Creation of an organization adapted to air operations; -Switching from vit-
powered aircraft to jets; - Change of doctrine, strategy and tactics for adapting nuclear weapons; and - Organisation of support services. Question 83.0 of 1 points Which of the following are obstacles to air transport Berlin since 1948? Selected answers: a. Transport of at least 4500 tons of material daily Faithful answers: a. Transport of at least 4500 tons of material per day. Wearing only small individual loads Answer Feedback: Sorry, this is not the answer to conplete. The correct answer is: -Transporting at
least 4,500 tons of material daily -Carrying only small individual loads Continuing in winter has been an obstacle for air transport in Berlin since 1948. . Question 84.0 of 1 points What services have been identified as USCG precursors? Selected answers: a. Steam boat inspection service Correct answers: a. Steam inspection service c. Navigation desk d. Life-saving service e. Lighthouse service and revenue cutting response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the full answer. The correct answer is: USCG precursors
include the following: -Lighthouse Service -Revenue Cutting Service -Navigation Bureau -Lifesaving Service -Steamboat Inspection Service. Question 85.0 of 1 points, known as a fleet or sailor, which of the following tasks were carried out by the Steamer Inspection Service? Selected answers: a. Dangerous goods handling Correct answers: a. Dangerous goods Marine environment protection c. Crew licensing and vessel documentation d. Port safety Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the full answer. The
correct answer is: All of the above. . Question 86.0 of 1 pointsWhat is the purpose of the custom of eating, both historically and at the moment? Selected responses: a. Offers the ability to recognize unsettled staff Corrected responses: a. Offers the ability to recognize outstanding staff b. Improves attractiveness to maintain the performance of the organization Response Feedback: Sorry, this is not the correct answer. The right answer is: improves attractiveness in order to and offers the opportunity to recognise
exceptional staff. . Question 87.0 of 1 points In what ways do eating-Out and the Prom army differ from nutrition? Selected answers: a. Does not include some ceremonial aspects of nutrition. Correct answers: a. Does not include some ceremonial aspects of nutrition. c. They have guests or spouses in the presence and feeding no. Answer Feedback: Sorry, this is not the right answer. The correct answer is: They have guests or spouses who are present and do not include some ceremonial aspects of nutrition. .
Question 88.0 of 1 points Which of the listed are among the Marines, courtesy and traditions? Selected answers: a. Address of authorized Marines Correct answers: a. Address of Marines b. Feeding in and Mesca night c. Hail and goodbye обиколиed. The right answer is: All of them. The customs, courteous and traditions of the Marine corps include: -Hail and farewell, -Marine birthday ball, -Dining room and meat night and -Welcome of Marines. . Question 89.0 of 1 points Which of those listed are among the
U.S. Air Force, courtesy and traditions designed to provide high morale? Selected answers: a. The order of the correct answers of the Sword: a. The Order of the Sword c. The Grog Bowl d. Nutrition, Nutrition and Wrestling Dining-InResponse Feedback: Sorry, this is not the full answer. The correct answer is: Choice 1, 2, &amp; 3 Order of the Sword, Nutrition, Nutrition and Combat Meal and Grog Bowl. Practice test 2 Question 1.0 of 1 points The main function of services and special operations command is to
provide forces, each of which is organized, trained and equipped to perform specific roles. Answer selected: [No exact answer given: Answer to a real answer
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